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most interesting single chapter in this collection of letters
which appeared originally in the philadelphia daily evening bulletin is the last in search of a soldier appp 188204
188 204
here the
editor who is presently associate curator of the national museum
of history and technology at the smithsonian institution reports
the first class piece of historical detective work by which he reached
a tentative identification of the author of twentyfive
twenty five dispatches
from a soldier journalist goldseeker which appeared in 1858 and
1859 over the pseudonym utah
harold D langley has convinced this reviewer that utah was
henry W fischer or fisher a german immigrant who had some
journalistic experience in pennsylvania before he enlisted in the
second dragoons in march 1858 at the age of twenty seven As
one of the reinforcements for the utah expedition who were recruited while the fate of general albert sydney johnston s forces
at camp scott was still uncertain he received a few weeks training
at carlisle barracks before moving to fort leavenworth from
which his first published letter bears the date 28 may he marched
or rode horseback from kansas to utah arriving in august
after thomas L kane alfred cumming
gumming and the peace commissioners had brought the mormon rebellion to an end fischer
if utah was fischer spent several months at camp floyd before being given a disability discharge as the result of a wound received in a skirmish with the ute indians he then journeyed to
southern california and to the gold diggings on the gila river in
what was then new mexico territory illness forced him back to
los angeles and after a last letter dated 23 may 1859 utah
dropped out of the philadelphia bulletin and out of history
the letters justify republication utah being a remarkably literate and entertaining observer and commentator on many of the
events of which he was aware quotations from english and american poets and pundits share space with prorepublican
pro
republican comments
on the national political scene james buchanan is no favorite of
eutah
utah or of the bulletin which may be one reason why the
dispatches were printed the character and courage of the utah
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expedition s officers with a few exceptions do not impress utah
nor does the overall caliber of the enlisted personnel drunkenness
desertions and discipline the last usually lax but sometimes brutal
draw critical comment though individuals are praised and the
combat potential of the common soldiers is held in high regard
brief descriptions of forts leavenworth kearney laramie bridger
and floyd are supplemented by contemporary sketches supplied
by the editor the scenery of the overland trail utah and the southwest about which utah is often ecstatic is similarly treated desions of the indians from kansas to california are more symscript
criptions
pathetic than one might expect from a soldier on the frontier
utah strongly sympathizes with the utes at spanish fork in their
early troubles with the united states army
langley has done a generally good job of editing the letters
and the university of utah press has made them attractively available with contemporary illustrations photocopies of some of the
military records relevant to utahs identification and maps which
are mildly anachronistic in that they locate the routes and place
names of the 1850s on the states as their boundaries are today
footnotes identify almost all of the people mentioned in the letters
and many of the events mentioned by utah are informatively exined the fifteen page introduction concentrates on the backplained
pla
ground of the utah troubles and the recruitment and training of
the 1858 reinforcements the style is clear but a bit choppy one
might argue with the way a few details are handled but the treatment is basically accurate
to utah with the dragoons is weakest in those parts which
are probably of greatest interest to the readers of brigham young
university studies utah apparently never had more than supermormons
ficial contact with the cormons
Mor mons although the conventional anti
mormon bias of his first dispatches gives way to a very sympathetic
view of the LDS people as he meets them on the overland trail
and among the workmen at camp floyd if he ever went into salt
lake city or provo it is not indicated in his letters and his perspective on the controversies among governor cumming general johneit
et al is that of a reader of newspapers and
ston judge eckels ett
listener to barracks rumors he reports seeing brigham young when
the mormon president visited the camp on several occasions and
being once introduced by the bricklayer bishop with whom utah
was at the time working as a hod carrier he expresses emphatic
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admiration for young as a man but not for his doctrines nor does
he think much of the 1858 editorial policies of the deseret news
langley s notes too are disappointing with regard to utah affairs although he identifies the LDS leaders mentioned in the letcormons
ters the editor adds nothing to the dispatch references to mormons
involved in building and operating camp floyd nor does he provide context for utahs cryptic and pro cumming references to
the troubles among the gentile authorities in the occupied territory
mexican politics to which tangential references are made in the
california dispatches receives more attention in the footnotes than
utah politics in connection with the letters from camp floyd
this collection of letters makes informative and often entertaining reading the chapter in search of a soldier might be used
with profit in an undergraduate seminar on historical method
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